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African-American lit a window into culture

African-American literature is much more than that pure narrative. It provides us with a window into a world and a time that most people can’t recognize because they seem so similar. But it can expose a critical truth about life and society and the triumphs and failures of our human nature.

For the Intelligence

Alton Symphony set to open season

The Alton Symphony Orchestra will begin its 2014-2015 season on Thursday, Sept. 25, at 7:30 p.m. in the annual pre-season concert at the Community Center on the University of Illinois Edwardsville campus.

The L & J Band, directed by Tim Henske, has provided musical entertainment at pre-season concerts for the past several years. The concert will be a celebration of the musical talents, the weather and the end of the summer.

With the concert, the orchestra says, "We're looking forward to this new program and are excited to see what the audience will think of our new presentation style." The Alton Symphony says this concert will be a wonderful way to start the new year.

Professor Elizabeth Cali.
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The Alton Symphony Orchestra.

Alton Symphony set to open season

EHS

For the kids

Members of the Edwardsville/Glen Carbon Chamber of Commerce joined staff members from Bella Mina recently to open the Bella Mina Restaurant Exhibit at the Edwardsville Childrens Museum, located 732 Hollyoke Road. For more information, visit www.edwardsvillechamber.com or call 618-994-2024.

For the Intelligence

Aldemaro Romero Jr. College Talk

African-American communities, another Author Cali has studied is Zora Neale Hurston, an African-American woman. Cali said, "She is much more modern. The Harlem renaissance would be 1920. Most students end up reading her novel "Their Eyes Were Watching God." She had a very interesting life. She was an intellectual movement, she was a race woman," Cali explains. "Her novel is seen as a danger to the constitution of the united states."

In the 19th century the social norm was to not show any politics. She was an inspirational teacher?

"There are no limits to what you can do and you can be as creative as you want," Cali said. "In this world you can do just about anything."

The students also raised and donated more than $2,000 in funding to various causes, such as the African Vision of Hope Gift of Life Foundation. The students also raised and donated more than $2,500 in funding to various causes, such as the African Vision of Hope Gift of Life Foundation.
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